




We are excited to reintroduce the hero of the Inter Galactic Defense Force and protector of 

Earth for the past 50 years -- pop-culture’s next big thing: ULTRAMAN. Appointed by Tsuburaya 

Productions, The Licensing Group Ltd is proud to be the property’s exclusive North America    

licensing agents.   



WHO IS ULTRAMAN 
 

Hailing from the distant Nebula M78, ULTRAMAN’S 

sleek silvery being protects Earth and the human race 

from an endless  array of invading aliens and terrifying  

monsters together with the crew of the Earth-based 

defense force using advanced high-tech weapons and 

vehicles. Ultraman battles monsters that cause endless 

mayhem and destruction on Earth. With the ability to 

expand to a height of over 100 feet, Ultraman melds 

with a human host, and emerges only in times of       

extreme danger to protect humans and the Earth from 

alien invasion. Following a 30 year hiatus from the 

market, ULTRAMAN returns to take his rightful place 

among other great legendary characters imbued with 

extraordinary powers and super strength.   



MEDIA HISTORY 

The ULTRAMAN live action television series first aired in 1966 

and continues in active production. Produced by Tsuburaya 

Productions, the ULTRAMAN series established new heights of 

quality adventure and special effects-driven children’s and 

family entertainment, building a worldwide audience. The  

popularity of ULTRAMAN with its aliens and monsters, known 

as Kaiju, has enabled the series to persist to this day.  

 

Eiji Tsuburaya on the set of Ultraman 



 





 

STARLIGHT RUNNER 

To help craft the expansion of the             

ULTRAMAN  universe across multiple media 

platforms, Tsuburaya Productions has       

enlisted the services of Starlight Runner   

Entertainment. Premiere consultants in the 

fields of transmedia storytelling, story world 

development, and brand narrative. Starlight 

Runner is actively working with Tsuburaya 

Productions on the further development of 

the ULTRAMAN franchise. 



ULTRAMAN LICENSING ASSETS 

The ULTRAMAN licensing program includes a wide array of assets to build creative 

products across disparate product categories that will appeal to a diverse range of   

consumers -- from kids to collectors. Materials from the Classic Ultraman television se-

ries (1966-1981) include the images of ULTRAMAN from the Ultra Q, Ultraman, Ul-

traseven, Return of Ultraman, Ultraman Ace, Ultraman Taro, Zoffy, Ultraman Leo and 

Ultraman 80. 

Monsters, (known by the Japanese word Kaiju), most of which are fierce beasts, with a 

few who become allies, play a key role in every ULTRAMAN episode. The CLASSIC     

ULTRAMAN series includes such notorious Kaiju as Kanegon, Kemur Man, Red King, 

Bemular, Gomess, Ragon, Baltan, Pigmon, Dada, Gomora, King Joe, Geronimon,        

Seabozu, Zetton, and Antlar. 

The CLASSIC ULTRAMAN television series featured a host of futuristic vehicles such as 

the Flying Train in the Vary Dimension, Jet VTOL of the SSSP, Pointer Hover car, TDF PO1 

car, and the MAT Arrow 

The following pages illustrate the broad range of ULTRAMAN assets available for        
licensing, which include: 
 

 Ultraman from each of the CLASSIC ULTRAMAN series  
 

     Monsters (kaiju), which play important roles in every ULTRAMAN episode 
 
 

     Key futuristic vehicles featured in the ULTRAMAN series 
 

     Illustrations and creative graphics of Ultraman, monsters, and vehicles. 
  

ULTRAMAN LICENSING ASSETS 
 

The ULTRAMAN licensing program includes a wide array 

of assets to build creative products across diverse product   

categories that will appeal to a wide range of consumers 

from kids to collectors. Materials from the   Classic       

ULTRAMAN television series (1966-1981)  include  images 

of ULTRAMAN, Monsters (known by the Japanese word 

Kaiju) that play a key role in every episode, and a host of 

futuristic vehicles.  

The following pages illustrate the broad range of               

ULTRAMAN assets available for licensing which include: 

    Ultraman   
 

    Monsters (kaiju)   
 

    Futuristic vehicles     

    Creative graphics  
  

http://ultra.wikia.com/wiki/Ragon
http://ultra.wikia.com/wiki/Alien_Baltan
http://ultra.wikia.com/wiki/Pigmon
http://ultra.wikia.com/wiki/Gomora
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